The anatomy and histology of the rotator interval capsule of the shoulder.
Forty-seven rotator interval regions from fetuses and 10 fresh-frozen rotator interval regions from adult cadavers were evaluated by gross dissection and light microscopy. Specimens from adults also were evaluated with ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging. An analysis of 37 fetal specimens (> 14 weeks gestation) revealed two rotator interval types: Type I (9 of 37) was defined by a contiguous bridge of capsule consisting of poorly organized collagen fibers. A Type II rotator interval (28 of 37) had a complete defect covered by only a thin layer of synovium. Similar to the Type II rotator interval in the fetus, a rotator interval defect was present in six of eight specimens from adults. Histologically, the capsular tissue within the rotator interval consisted of poorly organized collagen fibers in specimens from the fetus and adult. Maximal opening of the rotator interval was seen by ultrasound with internal rotation and downward traction of the hyperextended arm in the coronal, oblique, and sagittal planes. Magnetic resonance imaging of the rotator interval region permitted anatomic evaluation. The complete absence of tissue in 28 of 37 fetuses suggests that the rotator interval defect is congenital. The authors recommend that surgeons carefully evaluate the integrity of the tissue within the rotator interval. When rotator interval closure is desired such as in patients with a persistent sulcus sign after arthroscopic stabilization, suturing the edges of more substantial tissue immediately adjacent to the boundaries of the rotator interval region would seem prudent.